Multimedia communication requires predictable network performance to operate smoothly and correctly. Our work quantifies inter-computer communication performance of Java using TCP/IP and UDP/IP over Ethernet and IEEE 1394 isochronous streams.
Introduction
Java is a modem, robust, object-oriented language [l] and runtime system with a rich set of libraries , [2] . The Java platform provides a virtual m a c F e (JVM) and services to decrease application complexity such as automated garbage collection and transparent scheduling of multiple threads. Java libraries support time-based media and network communication.
Ethernet [3, 4] is the dominant network technology for small to medium-sized networks. Some Ethernet technologies can transmit data at speeds of 1,000 Mbps, but the most common Ethernet variants transmit data at 10 Mbps or 100 Mbps. Ethernet's only transmission mode, Collision Sense Multiple Access Collision Detect ( C S W C D ) , does not provide deterministic network access. The time an application must wait before writing to the Ethernet media is unbounded.
The Intemet Protocol (IP) [5, 8 ] is a common networking protocol for inter-computer communication. The IP works on top of a physical network such as Ethernet. Two common protocols that provide additional services on top of IP are the Transmission Control Protocol (TCPm) [6, 8] and the User Datagram Protocol (UDP/IP) [7, 8] . The TCP/IP is a streambased protocol with error detection, error correction and guaranteed in-order delivery of data. The UDP/IP is a datagrambased protocol with error detection, no error correction and out of order delivery of data.
IEEE 1394 [9] (also known as FireWire and &ink) is a high performance serial bus designed for multimedia data transmission. The current version of IEEE 1394, IEEE 1394a-2000, transmits data at 400 Mbps in a local environment to up to 64 nodes. IEEE 1394 provides two transmission modes: asynchronous and isochronous streams. The asynchronous transmission mode of IEEE 1394 provides bounded access to the network with error correction and in-order delivery of data. The isochronous stream mode of IEEE 1394 provides guaranteed constant bit rate bandwidth with no error detection and in-order delivery of data. IEEE 1394 provides additional services reducing the need for higher-level protocols.
Experiment Configuration
In this research we compare the network performance of the TCPAP and the UDP/IP over Ethernet and IEEE 1394 isochronous streams. All experiments were conducted with Sun Microsystem's Java virtual machine version 1.3 for Linux. Our primary performance measures are the fist and second statistical moments of inter-packet delay and transmit lag.
Our experiments use two Java applications executing on two identical machines connected by 100 Mbps Ethernet and 400 Mbps IEEE 1394. The sender Java application transmits 50,000 fmed sized packets to the receiver Java application. We recorded the time of each packet as it was sent and received. The packet transmission occurs across a private network with no other activity. All timestamps were recorded with microsecond resolution. A network time protocol daemon (ntpd) [lo] kept both machines' clocks synchronized with a maximum estimated error of 6 microseconds. In order to minimize the effects of garbage collection not related to the network communication we forced a complete garbage collection prior to performing each experiment.
Each experiment was repeated five times for each of the three packet sizes and for each of the three network types. We conducted a total of 45 experiments to produce the raw data used to derive inter-packet delay and transmit lag. We derived interpacket delay fiom the difference between two consecutive packet timestamps on a single machine. We derived the transmission lag fiom the difference from a single packet's timestamps from both machines. We present the summary statistics from our experiments with the 99% and 95% quantiles removed. Removing upper quantiles eliminates large extreme values not directly associated with network access.
When the JVM schedules the garbage collection thread to execute all other thread execution halts. The JVM executes the garbage collection thread when it detects certain memory conditions. The conditions required before the JVM starts the garbage collection thread depend on many factors and cannot be exactly specsled in general. Table 1 contains the number of garbage collection events each Java application experienced and the time the JVM spent garbage collecting.
We designed the Java applications to execute efficiently with default parameters for the JVM and Java network libraries. Garbage collection was reduced to a minimum during network activity. No dynamic memory was allocated or explicitly released by the Java applications. Java library classes that 0-7803-7080-5/01/$10.00 92001 IEEEcreated garbage memory were replaced with other Java library classes or rewritten to eliminate garbage memory creation. 
Experimental Results
-The characteristics of data transmitted across the two physical networks differ in several areas. The first difference is the minimum time between two packets sent from the same host. An IEEE 1394 host must wait 125 microseconds after isochronous transmission before transmitting another isochronous packet. An Ethernet host must only wait long enough to gain exclusive access to the physical media (approximately 0.96 microseconds on a quiet IOObaseTX network). The second difference is the factors that determine maximum transmit rate. The maximum Ethernet rate is a function of electrical signaling rate, higherlevel protocol overhead, and packet size. The maximum IEEE 1394 isochronous data rate is a function of packet size only.
We must consider a special aspect of the IP network access to evaluate the collected data. The ideal IEEE 1394 isochronous transmission rate is 125 microseconds per packet regardless of packet size. The observed mean and median inter-packet delay of our Java IEEE 1394 implementation is 145 microseconds per packet and 125 microseconds per packet respectively. Table 3 shows the cause of the large difference between the mean and the median of inter-packet lag. The extremely large inter-packet delay values observed in higher quantiles contribute to the mean but not to the median.
Transmit lag of IEEE 1394 isochronous streams should be independent of packet size, but input buffering by the receiver increases delay inversely to packet size. The L i n u implementation of the IEEE 1394 driver buffers incoming isochronous packets until 4096 bytes accumulate before forwarding isochronous packets to user applications. The effects of input buffering can clearly be seen in Figure 1 . Input buffering also contributes to transmit lag variability. IEEE 1394 isochronous packets waiting in the input buffer are delayed until the buffer is filled. The last packet to amve may be an extreme value itom the 99% quantile. Since the entire buffer is delayed, larger lag values are recorded for all packets in the receiver's input buffer. The transmit lag experienced by 992 byte TCP/IP packets is surprisingly high at more than 4 milliseconds. The cause of the large transmit lag value can be seen in Figure 2 . The lower sender inter-packet delay plot has spikes that coincide in time and magnitude with the drops in the upper transmit lag plot. The steep positive slope of transmit lag indicates that a buffer is filling faster than it can be emptied. The bottleneck may be between the sender's output buffer and the physical network, or between the receiver's input buffer and the TCPm protocol processing. The former scenario appears more likely because the spikes comprise 45% of the inter-packet delay in Figure 2 and the Ethernet utilization is 99%. If the bottleneck were the receiver's input buffer, the network would be idle during sender inter-packet delay spikes. The sender's output buffer delays packets several milliseconds before transmission, significantly contributing to TCP/IP transmit lag. Transmission of .other TCP/IP packet sizes does not saturate the Ethernet and therefore is not subject to input buffer induced transmit lag. 
Conclusion
From the statistical summary of IEEE 1394 isochronous streams transmit lag in Table 2 , we observe that removing the 99% quantile has a large effect on transmit lag mean and variance for -packet sizes 992 bytes and 396 bytes, but not 24 bytes. Input buffering of small packets overwhelms all other factors contributing to IEEE 1394 isochronous streams transmit lag.
From the discussion earlier in this paper and the statistical s u m r n q of the TCPm transmit lag in Table 2 , we observe that output buffering has the largest effect on transmit lag mean and variance for 992 byte packets. We observe the transmit lag mean and variance of the two other packet sizes are greatly affected by extreme values located in the 95% quantile.
From the statistical summary of the UDP/IP transmit lag in Table 2 , we observe that values in the 99% quantile have a large effect on transmit lag variance and a small effect on transmit lag mean. Buffering by the UDP/IP protocol implementation induces large transmit lag on small packet sizes.
We observe that services of the Java platform designed to reduce program complexity decrease the performance of multimedia network communication. The transmit lag values of the 99% quantile of all network types suggest that multimedia applications must compensate for 10 millisecond network activity interruptions. Garbage collection timing results do not implicate garbage collection as a significant network activity interruption offender. We conjecture that the operating system schedules other processes for 10 millisecond quanta, interrupting network activity.
Buffering can reduce inter-packet delay time to almost zero, but can increase transmit lag substantially. Tuning sender and receiver buffer sues for various network conditions will enhance network application performance, especially streaming multimedia applications.
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